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About This Game

X Caeli is a unique fusion of bizarre comedy, classic arcade gameplay, nostalgic art style inspired by the 90's anime, extreme
nerdyness, match-3 puzzler, intense romancing and hardcore logic experience.

It consists of Visual Novel story-telling with dialogue choices and space arcade part where every wave of enemies is a riddle that
you must solve by assembling your spaceship into an answer. Our scenes are memorable and our combat is very challenging and

highly rewarding.

Features:

- 12 Hours of reading time.
- 72 highly original CGs.

- All VN art is done by one man – our talented ShadowWind.
- 20+ hours of space arcade time with high replayability.

- Innovative gameplay that is like nothing else you've experienced.
- Big tutorial and adjustable difficulty: from casual to extremely challenging.

- Six girls to romance: an overly heroic captain, an ever-drunk inventor, easygoing cyberninja, greedy rogue psion, stalker-ish
and obsessed doctor and cute&naive superweapon.
- Our girls have strong and non-cliche personality.
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Title: X Caeli: The Iron Hand of Love
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Nerd Commando Game Studios
Publisher:
Nerd Commando Game Studios
Release Date: 5 Jul, 2019
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I paid you so I could goof on this game, However it has become clear to me that this would be imature and a gross injustice. the
truth is...

Farheb Sucks

Boom. the double gooftacular. Rekt nub

The game is realy terrible tho, not recomended for those with anything left to live for. Unfinished as f*ck, sadly can't get
refunded because Valve is full of greedy pigs.. This is a great game with tons of story lines, good achevment and it realy makes
you feel like you have a choice. I am a sci-fi, so i did not realy see the othe genres, but this is a wonderful game for $7. The only
drawback is there are realy only 2 endings. The school is desrtoyed, or you save the school. Overall good game.. First game to
allow you to track the masturbation schedule of sentient flowers, winner of Most Innovative Game of 2013.. This game brings
back so many memories... while downloading, I grabbed the old original CD from it and stare at it remembering all the joy it
gave me. Quite a nice FPS with some RTS elements.

All Im writing now about the game comes from playing it as a teenager way back in the 90's: You control a hover tank, called
"The Wraith" navigating thru a 3d map, while trying to conquer bases for yourself. At said bases, you'll be able summon
buildings that will provide units for you to use in combat, such as infantry, tanks and aircrafts. While you can destroy every
single enemy without the aid of those units, missions will take way more time than they should, and in some it will be nigh
impossible to complete them, without some extra units as distraction\/fodder.

A modern game that can be used as a comparison is Tooth and Tail, as in that you control a commander (but in this game you
can actually attack) that has to build and manage resources, and can command units to aid in the battle.

. Terrible. Feels like playing pool in a sand pit. Mechanics are awful. UI looks like a first year game design project.

Unplayable.. WOO THIS IS THE BEST 2016 GAME EVER YET!!!!!!! No...
A dumb game... That what I have to say...

REASONS:
1. This game is all about throwing your money at a woman, dancing on a pole, and avoiding items that are falling from the sky.
What your throwing away if you play this game is your time and your fingers from all dat clicking.

2. If you think this is one of those cheap tycoon games... Your wrong. You throw money at a woman, you trying to break your
right mouse button (because of all the clicking), also trying to get over that %100 (I don't know why they made it)

3. APRIL 1ST! WE'RE RELEASING DLC! No... It's over april 1st, and they haven't yet released DLC. The button on the home
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screen says 'April 1st', when you click it, it won't do anything. Maybe next year? Next april? Okay, yeah.

4. (This isn't a problem) They have as their icon GameMaker: Studio. So, they coded it with GameMaker: Studio? Okay....

5. Why the crap is this on a stage? Do people just love a person throwing money at a woman, and why do people throw items on
the stage? Are they saying 'SCREW YOU!' 'GET OFF THE STAGE'

So, I don't recommend buying this, unless if you want to farm trading cards.... But, the gameplay is bad. 8 bit graphics. But, they
lied to us about the DLC!!! WHY????????????????
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More content than sea of theives. Steam And Metal
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on,
good amount of action and special effects,

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.49 Or Less During Sale. Seriously good and fun!
Every Mechwarrior/BattleTech series fan would LOVE this game! And it's only the beginning? Good job devs!!!. Don't get too
excited. It's just a train ride version of space invaders. You have no control over your movement or progress, you just control
two gun crosshairs and a couple of shields. Very disappointed after reading it was awarded best VR game of 2017. Utter dross..
Pretty shallow. I was wishing there were more depth like spacechem, but there's only two types of "combiner engines" and it
quickly turns into doodle god with memes, trying all the combinations until you get bored and check the wiki.

And you have a rectangle select for batch selling, but not for batch moving? Why?. I like the idea for the game, it's just such a
shame that I have paid almost £12.50 on a title screen. The game will not load, I can see my lack of saved games, watch the
credits but new game doesn't seem to have been a part of the deal for me.

Please can you patch the problem out, or return my wasted money to me.

I can't recommend this game for this reason. Disappointing.

[Weekend special] Credit bonuses!:

Pilots, the weekend begins! Time to prepare your fleet for new victories!

Weekend special offer:

 +50% credits in battles

 x3 first victory bonus

Boost your fleet! Let's win together!
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Yours truly,
Star Conflict Team. Re: Save Game Issues (v1.6.16):
We had a patch go out yesterday that had some unexpected issues with save games. We think it only affected a very small
number of people, especially because of the super fast responses from our amazing community (thanks BatPrince, JohnOswald
& Darkronous The Ascended!) and we were able to roll back to a stable version pretty quickly.

We've used save game files provided by BatPrince and JohnOswald to test the patch more thoroughly and have ensured things
should now be super rock solid. The update is now live and there should be little to no issues with it moving forward. If you see
something weird after updating, first try closing down the game and re-opening it & it should resolve itself.

If after all that, you still are having issues, or you have lost anything from your save game file, please drop us a line at 
slayawaycamp@bluewizard.com or comment below and we can do our very best to get you up and running again ASAP.

Thanks for everything!

Skullface & The Slayaway Camp Team

. I'm giving away a $50 Steam gift card:
In my never-ending attempt to actually make money, I have decided to give away said money. "How does that work," you may
ask? Well, it probably doesn't. But I'm doing it anyway, because I love you!
Or because I'm stupid.
Idk.
You can enter the giveaway here (link is to my twitter with a link to the giveaway, since Steam doesn't let me link non-affiliated
sites):
https://twitter.com/YitziLitt/status/1031750673321213952

yours's (with an extra apostrophe that tottally isnt a tiepo),
Yitz. Patch 27 Released:
Hello Saviors,

A patch was just released for Major\Minor.
Here are some of the changes/additions:

- Taking Reiyo's hand in Chapter Two will grant an affection point.
- Chapter Five has been entirely re-written/revised.
- The re-write/revision project has been completed.
- Inconsistencies in earlier chapters have been corrected.
- The prompt about soft-resetting has been removed from Chapter Two.
- Reiyo will recognize more names during name input.
- An error was fixed where Sam always received the same fortune.
- Maximum number of save files has increased to 50.
- An error has been fixed involving looping text in CH10

Kyle "Klace" Lambert
Tall Tail Studios
Project Lead and Head Writer. Patch Notes - Build 0186:

 Build 0186. v0.7.6 - Achievements, Dark Monk and many fixes:
We have added first few achievements in the game along with a new hero, the 'Dark Monk'. There have been some fixes for a
few critical bugs introduced with runestones last patch.
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*The monk lacks sounds and effects for his spell but those are coming shortly!

Full patch details:

- Made some updates to the dark monk spells.
- Added dark monk in the tavern
- Fixed a bug that with detecting who is friend and who is enemy.
- Healer Knight now costs 1800 to unlock and Dark Monk 2000.
- Wizard lighting strike no longer can be casted if there are no enemies in the room.
- Barbarian throwing axe only works against enemies now.
- Heroes movement squares outside combat are now limited, you can still carry on playing the same hero though.
- Old Palace white column walls are now double the size to hide more area. Some custom maps might need readjustment.
- Scenarios list now has a little space between each item.
- Changed skins of orc warrior master and goblin warrior master.
- Added achievements.
- Tutorials no longer show up when testing a map in editor.
- Fixed a crash primarly happening at "Jail Escape" when trying to update the health bar after learning "Battle Tactics" (Thanks
Th'ail)
- Fixed several issues with runestone spells that would not work properly when upgraded.
- You can no longer pickup an item if a friendly hero is standing on it.
- Testing courage when healths drop at 1 only shows a visual animation when you become afraid.
- Characters owned by the evil sorcerer may only cheat death once, all others roll every time they are about to die.
- Improved wizard inferno animation.
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